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Introduction 
COVID-19 dramatically affected the Mergers & Acquisitions (“M&A”) market by almost grinding it to a 

halt. Certain M&A deals already in progress and near closing did continue to transact, but many other 

deals either fell apart or became indefinitely paused. While private equity groups desired to deploy their 

stockpile of funds, operating companies shifted their focus to staying fiscally solvent. As states are now 

slowly starting to open back up, many people are wondering what the M&A market is going to look like 

as it begins to unfreeze.  

M&A Purchase Pricing 
As industry professionals are aware, private equity transactions (as well as M&A transactions more 

generally) are priced based upon a purchase multiple times the profitability of the company to be 

acquired. The profitability metric is typically EBITDA, which is earnings before interest, taxes on income, 

depreciation, and amortization. However, the EBITDA figure is adjusted to exclude one-time/non-

recurring expenses that will not impact profitability and cash flow on a go-forward basis. For example, the 

current owner’s travel expenses not related to the core operations of the business, but paid by the 

company, would be added back. These adjustments are calculated as part of the financial due diligence 

process via a Quality of Earnings analysis. These adjustments are necessary to identify the stand-alone 

profitability of the company to be acquired on a stabilized basis as of the transaction date.  

There have been discussions in the marketplace about a new profitability metric called EBITDAC, which 

would be EBITDA excluding the effect of COVID-19 on profitability. EBITDAC is a short-hand way of saying 

COVID-19 will need to be analyzed as part of the adjusted EBITDA figure upon which any transaction will 

be based. Setting aside the possibility of a second and maybe even a third wave of infections, COVID-19 

is the very definition of a non-recurring event during the typical five-year holding period of a private equity 

investment. As a result, there may be a good argument to remove its effect on profitability.  

On the purchase multiple side of the transaction pricing equation, purchase multiples are market-driven 

based on perceived risk. During the financial crisis of 2008, typical purchase multiples for a mid-market 

company hovered around 4.5 times the trailing twelve-month adjusted EBITDA. In the recent period of 

economic growth before COVID-19, those multiples had frequently risen to 7.0 times or 8.0 times the 

trailing twelve month adjusted EBITDA. Because the purchase multiple is a matter of negotiation, a wider 

divergence in multiples is expected post-COVID-19 as participants analyze the market landscape 

differently. However, on the whole, multiples are expected to remain high because of the “capital 

overhang,” the fact that a significant amount of money has been committed to private equity funds and 

not yet deployed. Current commitments are sufficient to fund deal-making activity for years to come. Such 

a significant amount of capital will ensure demand for M&A transactions remains high, which could be 

reflected in purchase multiples because private equity firms have to compete with each other and 

strategic acquirers for attractive deals.  



The Seller’s View 
Many business owners will have an increased interest in selling their companies once the market returns 

to some semblance of normalcy. The COVID-19 pandemic has made their financial situation obvious to 

many of them, which is the company they own is a significantly valuable asset making up essentially all of 

their net worth and this asset is illiquid. Selling their business will generate a liquidity event, allowing them 

to diversify their personal balance sheet, while still allowing them to retain a piece of the upside from 

their business because many private equity firms will want sellers to “roll-forward” a portion of the equity. 

This means sellers would retain a percentage of their business post-transaction, allowing them to 

participate in a second sale in the future when the company is (hopefully) significantly larger and more 

successful.  

However, sellers are not going to simply absorb the full economic impact of COVID-19 in the sales price 

of their business. For example, it is highly unlikely that an owner would agree to sell a $5 million EBITDA 

business during a time in which the earnings have declined to $3 million in EBITDA. Such a sale would be 

foolish when it is very likely that, over the next year or so, earnings will return to pre-COVID-19 levels. 

However, sellers would also prefer not to have to wait until earnings return to their previous levels to 

negotiate a sale of their company. Instead, they will expect the full effect of COVID-19 to be added back 

to earnings in the pricing equation (the treatment of which is being termed EBITDAC as a short-hand).  

Sell-side Quality of Earnings analysis will probably analyze monthly EBITDA figures from before the 

pandemic and make an adjustment to illustrate what profitability would have been in the absence of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. There is logic to this approach since the COVID-19 crisis seems to be a “once in a 

hundred years” event. Under certain circumstances, aggressive sellers may argue their company’s 

monthly growth rate before the COVID-19 pandemic should be considered and applied to the EBITDAC 

calculation.  

In addition, the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) of government assistance had the effect of keeping 

expenses which would have been cut during the COVID-19 pandemic abnormally high. As a result, 

revenues declined but overhead expenses remained largely constant. This phenomenon provides further 

support to the idea of adjusting EBITDA as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic since the corresponding 

reduced expenses were not realized by business owners.  

The Buyer’s View 
Buyers will likely push back significantly against the seller’s view. While everyone understands the COVID-

19 pandemic is an unusual event, the reality is we are not back to normal economic conditions and it is 

unclear how long it will take to return to normal economic conditions. Using the previous example, if a 

private equity firm wants to buy a business historically generating $5 million in EBITDA but now generating 

$3 million in EBITDA, the reality is the business simply does not create $5 million in profitability today. The 

company probably has good prospects to grow beyond today’s $3 million in profitability once the COVID-

19 pandemic subsides, but buyers are not going to want to pay full price for profitability levels which are 

not existent in the current conditions. As such, the buyer’s adjusted EBITDA figure will be far less likely to 

include an adjustment for the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.  



Buyers may be more open to seeing value in customer orders which have been delayed into the future 

rather than lost entirely. Sellers will need purchase orders or some other way to validate those orders in 

back-log are still reasonably assured to come to fruition if they want those future orders to be considered. 

In addition, there may be downward pressure on transaction multiples since buyers’ appetite for risk is 

decreasing. In periods of strong economic activity, buyers are typically more concerned about missing out 

on a good opportunity. In more challenging economic conditions, buyers still want to do transactions but 

are much more focused on controlling their risk.  

The Compromise View 
Both buyers and sellers have legitimate concerns and a strong interest in developing ways to make 

transactions successful. As a result, both sides will need to be more creative in structuring transactions 

than before the COVID-19 pandemic.  

A potential compromise is to bifurcate the purchase price between today’s profitability and the expected 

baseline profitability once the pandemic is resolved. The sales price could include a payment upfront for 

today’s profitability and then an earnout for profitability returning to pre-COVID-19 pandemic levels 

within a specified period of time. That way, the seller gets the price they want and the buyer is assured it 

is not paying full price for earnings which may never materialize.  

Another approach some private equity firms are using is to acquire less of the business upfront with the 

expectation of purchasing another share of the business when the economy returns to normalcy. For 

example, purchasing 51% today with an option to purchase another 29% within two to three years. This 

approach gets the buyer into the deal with less capital deployed at an attractive price, while still 

maintaining the possibility of later increasing their position. Sellers will benefit from the second 

transaction being at a higher price which more fully values their equity.  

Of these two compromise structures, the earnout scenario is far more common. The market has limited 

to no visibility into what is going to happen for the rest of the year but still has an appetite to close deals. 

Given these uncertainties, an earnout structure could make a lot of sense for both parties.  

Conclusion 
Both buyers and sellers want a return to normalcy in the M&A markets but also have reasonable concerns 

given recent economic conditions. On the one hand, adjusting EBITDA to remove the effect of COVID-19 

will make sense to sellers, especially if overall multiples decrease as buyers focus more on risk reduction. 

On the other hand, if multiples stay high, buyers will be hesitant to pay full price for earnings which are 

currently being suppressed. The most likely outcome is a dramatic increase in earnouts and other creative 

transaction structures giving sellers fair compensation for the value of their businesses without incurring 

undue risk for buyers.  
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